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There is growing interest in floodplain conservation as a flood damage reduction strategy, particularly given the
co-benefits that protected lands provide. We evaluate one such investment—a greenway along the Meramec
River in St. Louis County, Missouri. We estimate the opportunity costs, the avoided flood damages, and the
capitalization of proximity to protected lands into nearby home prices. To estimate avoided flood damages, we
undertake a parcel-level analysis using the Hazus-MH flood model, a GIS-based model developed for FEMA
that couples a hydrology and hydraulics model with a damage model relating flood depths to property damage.
We examine the distribution of damages across parcels, demonstrating that careful spatial targeting can increase
the net benefits of floodplain conservation. In addition, we estimate a hedonic model and find that the increased
property values for homes near protected lands aremore than three times larger than the avoidedflood damages,
stressing the continued importance of more traditional conservation values. The proximity benefits alone exceed
the opportunity costs; the avoided flood damages further strengthen the economic case for floodplain
conservation.
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1. Introduction

Several severe flooding events over the last few years have brought
increased attention to the damages caused by natural disasters. World-
wide, flooding is not only the most costly natural disaster, but has also
affected the most people (Miller et al., 2008; Stromberg, 2007). In the
United States over the twentieth century, out of all natural disasters,
flood events were responsible for the highest number of fatalities and
the most property damage (Perry, 2000). And the economic costs of
flooding have been increasing over the last several decades, largely
due to more people and property locating in hazardous areas (Pielke
and Downton, 2000). In addition, many climate models predict an in-
crease in heavy precipitation as the climate warms, which may
increase the risk of flooding in certain locations (e.g. Kollat et al.,
2012; Wuebbles et al., 2009).

Communities have shown increasing interest in removing structures
from flood-prone areas as a flood damage reduction strategy. Two
decades ago, after the devastating 1993 flood on the Missouri and
Mississippi Rivers, the state of Missouri and local governments invested
in floodplain land acquisition using Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) grant funds and Community Development Block
Grants. The state acquired over 4000 properties (Missouri State
ff.org (M. Walls).
Emergency Management Agency, 2000). Some communities are
preempting development in the first place using local funds. Milwaukee
is one example; its Greenseams program acquires undeveloped stream-
side properties and retains them as open space. Similar programs have
been adopted internationally, as well, such as the Room for the River
program in the Netherlands.2 Such investments may be driven in
part by the high costs of structural flood control, as well as a growing
awareness of green approaches. Perhaps more importantly, however,
conserved riparian areas generate a range of ecosystem services, in
addition to the hazard mitigation benefits they provide. Protected
forests, grasslands, and wetlands along rivers and streams can improve
water quality, provide habitat tomany species, and offer awide range of
recreational opportunities.

There remains, however, large uncertainty concerning the benefits
and costs of floodplain conservation, hindering greater investment.
There is an opportunity cost associated with keeping lands out of devel-
opment, which may be large, since many of these areas are desirable
places to live. The precise benefits in terms of total avoided flood dam-
ages, not tomention themany other nonmarket benefits, are difficult to
measure. Whether, on net, the investment pays off for a community
depends on local conditions—the hydrology and hydraulics of streams
and rivers, topography, land values and uses, residents' preferences,
and a host of other factors.
2 See the program website for more information: http://www.ruimtevoorderivier.nl/
meta-navigatie/english/room-for-the-river-programme/.
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4 In our study area, there is one small levee, the Valley Park Levee, which would likely
provide protection up to the 50-year event for a small subset of properties in our sample.
There are only three protected parks in the protected area and they are each one acre or
smaller; adjusting for these properties has a negligible influence on results.
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In this study, we look retrospectively at a floodplain conservation ef-
fort and evaluate the avoided flood damages, opportunity costs, and
some of the nonmarket benefits. Our case study is southern St. Louis
County, Missouri. The county lies in a triangle formed by three rivers—
the Missouri, Mississippi, and Meramec—and has been dealing with
flooding throughout its history. In contrast to the Missouri and
Mississippi Rivers, which are lined with levees, the Meramec remains
in a relatively natural state. We focus our analysis on the Meramec
Greenway, a collection of lands along 108 miles of the Meramec River
from its confluence with the Mississippi River back into the Ozark
Uplands. In St. Louis County, as of 2013, roughly 9000 acres have been
preserved to date as state and local parks, as well as some nonprofit
conservation lands. This is roughly 15% of the 500-year floodplain of
the Meramec and its tributaries in the County. Assessing the impacts
of this investment is important for the region as conservation activities
continue, not just in the Meramec Greenway, but also for the more
extensive River Ring, a planned network of more than 45 greenways,
and over 600 miles of trails along all of the rivers in the area, including
theMeramec (Great Rivers Greenway, 2011;Meramec River Recreation
Association, 2004).

In order to assess the flood damage reduction benefits of the
Greenway, we compare flood damages under current conditions with
a counterfactual, “developed floodplain” scenario in which the Greenway
protected lands are developed instead. The difference between the flood
damages in the two scenarios is a measure of the avoided flood damages
from the conservation that has occurred to date. We estimate these
avoided flood damages using the Hazus-MH model, a GIS-based model
developed by FEMA to estimate the damages from several different natu-
ral hazards, including riverine flooding.3 We undertake a parcel-level
analysis, improving estimation over the default Hazus approach of aggre-
gating data to census blocks.

We estimate the average annual avoided flood damages of the
Greenway at $7.7 million. We estimate the annual opportunity cost of
these protected lands at roughly $17.2 million. Avoided flood damages
and opportunity costs are never distributed uniformly across a land-
scape. Our results show that while the bulk of parcels have modest av-
erage annual flood damages, a few parcels incur quite substantial
damages. Thus the costs of this flood mitigation strategy could have
been loweredwith amore careful targeting of the parcels for protection.

Flood mitigation, however, was not the sole purpose of the protec-
tion of lands along the Meramec River. Another important benefit has
been the recreational and aesthetic value provided by the conserved
lands. Using property sales data between 2008 and 2012 for the neigh-
borhoods surrounding the Greenway, we estimate a hedonic property
value model to obtain locally specific estimates of the capitalization of
the Greenway into housing values. We find that for every 1000 ft that
a property is closer to a park or protected area, the sales price increases
by almost 1%—$2156 for amedian-priced home in our sample. Based on
these econometric results, we calculate an order-of-magnitude estimate
of these annual benefits of the Greenway in St. Louis County of roughly
$24 million. These benefits are over three times the estimated avoided
flood damages and exceed the opportunity costs.

With growing interest in floodplain conservation, it is important to
evaluate the potential returns from such investments. Local govern-
ments are in need of economic analysis at a fine spatial scale to help jus-
tify expenditures, and our analysis can be a guide for how to estimate
both costs and benefits. Two important findings come out of this re-
search. First, land conservation comes at a cost in terms of the forgone
opportunities on the land, and those costs may be only partially offset
by the avoided flood damages. Moreover, careful spatial targeting is im-
portant for improving cost-effectiveness, as has been found in many
other settings (Ando et al., 1998; Ferraro, 2003; Kousky et al., 2013).
Second, the more traditional benefits provided by conserved land,
3 Documentation and software available at: http://www.fema.gov/hazus.
such as recreational opportunities and aesthetics, can be substantial
and should not be neglected. This latter finding highlights the impor-
tance of the multiple benefits obtained from protecting natural lands
and stresses the need for a full consideration of these when developing
protection strategies.

The paper proceeds as follows. The next section of the paper provides
background on our study area. Section 3 discusses both the data and
methods used for the Hazus modeling. Section 4 presents the results of
the Hazus-MH analysis and our estimation of opportunity costs.
Section 5 presents the methods and findings of the hedonic property
model, comparing them with our other estimates. Section 6 concludes.

2. Background on Study Area

Being framed by three rivers, St. Louis County has repeatedly suf-
fered flood events. Presidential disaster declarations were issued in the
county in 2011, 2008, 2007, 2003, 1998, and 1993. Whereas the 1993
and 2011 floods were on the major rivers, substantial flash flooding
along creeks in 2008 caused more than $2.2 million in damages to pub-
lic infrastructure and created sewer backup problems on 1200 to 1400
properties, even though it was estimated to be only a 15-year storm
event (Wilson, 2008). Flooding on the Meramec led to road closures as
recently as June 2013.

The Meramec River joins the Mississippi at the southern edge of St.
Louis County. Much of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers in the county
are linedwith levees. TheMeramecRiver, on the other hand, is largely de-
void of any structural protection.4 Flooding along theMeramec can occur
when large floods on the Mississippi back up or when heavy spring and
summer precipitation leads to seasonal flooding; in areas along the river
with steep slopes and thin soil cover, flash flooding is common. In 2000,
for example, flash flooding along theMeramec River damaged structures,
roads, and bridges and led to two deaths (Winston and Criss, 2003).

The Meramec Greenway runs from its confluence with the
Mississippi back 108 miles into the Ozark Uplands. It was initially creat-
ed in 1975 and encompasses the lands around the river in the flood-
plain, the surrounding bluffs within sight from the river, upland areas
deserving special protection, and publicly owned lands connected to
the river valley (St. Louis County Department of Planning, 2003).
Much of the lands remain in private hands. As of 2013, however, more
than 28,000 acres were protected, with just over 9000 of those
protected acres located in St. Louis County. The protected lands include
state and local parks, private conservation lands, as well as buyouts of
frequently flooded properties funded by FEMA in 1982 and 1993.5

Fig. 1 is a map of the area created with the data described in the next
section. It shows in green the currently protected lands in the St. Louis
County portion of the Greenway.

Local park agencies and nonprofits in the region continue to plan for
future acquisitions in theGreenway. The county adopted a Concept Plan
for the Greenway in 2003 with multiple stated goals, including flood
damage reduction, water quality improvements, and expanded recrea-
tional opportunities (St. Louis County Department of Planning, 2003).
The Meramec Greenway is also one component of the larger River
Ring project envisioned for the region. The River Ring will include a
near circle of natural lands along the Cuivre River to the north, the
Mississippi River to the East and the Meramec River to the south, as
well as a greenway along the Missouri River and several smaller rivers
and streams in St. Louis and surrounding counties (Great Rivers
Greenway, 2011; Meramec River Recreation Association, 2004).
FEMA has several grant programs for state and local governments that can be used to
acquire flood-prone properties and convert them to open space. Some grants are tied to
theNational Flood Insurance Program. TheHazardMitigation Grant Program, funded after
a presidentially declared disaster, will also give funds for this purpose.

http://www.fema.gov/hazus


Fig. 1.Meramec Greenway in St. Louis County, Missouri.

7 Ourflood damagemodeling includes return periodsup to the 500-yearflood. Sincewe
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3. Data and Hazus Modeling Methods

To estimate the avoidedflood damages from theGreenway,wemust
construct a counterfactual scenario ofwhatwould have happened in the
absence of the land conservation. While we have no way of knowing
this precisely, there is a substantial amount of suburban development
in the area, including in the 100-year and 500-year floodplain, and
thus we assume that development would have occurred on these con-
served lands had they not been protected.We then compare flood dam-
ages under current development with the flood damages under our
“developed floodplain” counterfactual. In this section, we describe the
data used for this analysis, how we construct our counterfactual, and
our use of the Hazus-MH flood model for calculating avoided flood
damages.

3.1. Data

For our analysis, we make use of several geographical information
systems (GIS) datasets. The first is a parcel-level file from the St. Louis
County Department of Planning, which indicates the land use of each
parcel and gives appraised values of the land and structures separately.
We use this GIS file to determine protected open space areas and the
types of development on developed parcels. To confirm that we have
identified all protected open space areas in the Meramec Greenway,
we also obtained parcel-level data from Great Rivers Greenway on its
land acquisitions and data from the St. Louis County Parks Department
on FEMA buyouts. Finally, we acquired GIS files from the Department
of Planning delineating the FEMA-mapped 100- and 500-year flood-
plains,6 as well as major roads.
6 The floodplain data is from 1996 FEMA Q3 data. Updated flood hazard maps have not
yet been provided for St. Louis County.
As we describe below, our estimation of avoided flood damages re-
quires information on the structural characteristics of properties. For
this, we obtained a database from the St. Louis County Revenue Depart-
ment of all property sales in the county, which includes structural char-
acteristics of buildings, such as number of stories and type of basement.
We also use this sales data between 2008 and 2012, as we discuss in
Section 5, to estimate a hedonic property model with proximity to
protected lands as a key explanatory variable. For that analysis, we re-
strict attention to residential sales and exclude foreclosures and other
sales that are coded as not being open market transactions.
3.2. Counterfactual Development Scenario

To create our counterfactual development scenario, we first examine
the distribution of developed land uses in the unprotected areas of the
500-year floodplain of the Meramec River and its tributaries in St.
Louis County. We find that 77% of the development in this area is
single-family residential, and as such, we assume that the development
on the protected lands that would have occurred in the absence of pro-
tection would have been single-family dwellings. Lands in the Green-
way that are identified as vacant private properties are kept as vacant
lands in the developed floodplain scenario.

We identify all the protected lands in the Greenway in the 500-year
floodplain.7 For each protected parcel that is below the 90th percentile
of lot size for existing single-family residential parcels in the floodplains
do not model greater flood events, there is no need to put hypothetical development on
lands outside the 500-year floodplain—even though the Greenway does include protected
areas outside the 500-year floodplain—as they would never flood in our analysis.
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—1.05 acres—we assume one home would have been on the parcel in
our counterfactual case.8 We assume larger parcels would have had
more homes—that is, they would have developed as multiple lots. For
these parcels, we use an average lot size of 1.05 acres and place as
many houses as will fit on the parcel. In total, our counterfactual devel-
opment scenario assumes 2075 additional single-family homes on
roughly 2178 currently protected acres within the 500-year floodplain.

As flood damages will depend on the value of the structures, we as-
sign each hypothetical home a value based on the appraised improved
value (that is, the value of structures, not the land) of properties in near-
by areas, using the data from the Department of Planning. This value
should approximate the replacement cost value as used in the Hazus-
MH default database. Specifically, we calculate the mean value of a
single-family home in each school district along the Meramec Greenway
(seven in total), as property values, and types of housing, vary across
school districts. We also calculate separate mean improved values for
properties in the 100-year and 500-year floodplains within each district.
We then apply the appropriate estimate to the counterfactual develop-
ment parcels.9

3.3. Hazus-MH Modeling

We estimate the flood damages that would have occurred on these
hypothetically developed parcels using Hazus-MH (version MH-2.1,
run using ArcMap 10), a national GIS-based model developed for
FEMA by the National Institute of Building Sciences. Hazus-MH can
estimate damages for multiple hazard types; here we use the riverine
flood model. The state of Missouri used Hazus-MH for estimating flood
risk in its state Hazard Mitigation Plan (Missouri State Emergency
Management Agency, 2008) and the flood model has been used in aca-
demic studies of flooding, as well (e.g., Dierauer et al., 2012). In brief,
Hazus-MH couples a flood hazard analysis, which estimates the depth
of flooding, with an analysis of economic losses. Hazus-MH can be run
at many levels, depending on the expertise of the user. A default run
can be accomplished fairly simply, but the results are at a high level of ag-
gregation. We improve the estimate of flood damages in Hazus-MH for
the hazard estimation and the loss estimation as discussed specifically
in the next two sections.

3.3.1. Calculating Flood Depths
To implement the flood hazard module, Hazus-MH relies on a digital

elevation model (DEM) to delineate the stream network for a region.
The default DEM for Hazus-MH is from the National Elevation Dataset
maintained by the US Geological Survey (USGS) and has a resolution of
1 arc-second (about 30 m). We upgrade our analysis to a DEM with a
resolution of 1/3 arc-second (roughly 10 m), also from USGS. The
higher-resolution DEM improves the delineation of the stream network
and improves estimation of the floodplain boundary (ASFPM, 2009).
The resolution of the stream network can be varied from 0.25 to
10 mile2. Finer resolution allows for evaluation of a more detailed drain-
age network but requires a trade-off in processing time. We estimate
our stream network with a resolution of 0.5 mile2. Once the stream net-
work is created, Hazus-MH invokes a hydrology and hydraulics model
to generate a flood surface elevation layer for the study region.10 Hazus
8 This was the case for 145 out of 246 total protected parcels.
9 Communities participating in the National Flood Insurance Program must require all

new development to be built at or above the level of the 100-year flood. As this is a simple
counterfactual scenario, we cannot make assumptions about when the development
would have occurred in relation to the timing of communities joining the NFIP and new
maps being issued. In footnote 16, however, we present estimates of avoided damages un-
der the assumption that all structures were built with their first floor at or above the level
of the 100-year flood. This paper does not evaluate whether building codes or structural
protection measures would have higher net benefits than conservation; we are simply
evaluating the costs and benefits of a conservation strategy.
10 Note, thatwe donot take account of backwater effects orflooding from theMississippi
River pushing back into the Meramec. In this sense, our numbers are an underestimate of
avoided flood damages and thus our calculations of net benefits are conservative.
uses default Hydraulic Unit Codes and applies USGS regression equations
and guage records to determine discharge frequencies. The output, for a
given return period or discharge volume, is the depth of the flood across
the study area, defined as the difference between the height of flood wa-
ters and the ground surface elevation. For more details on the flood haz-
ard module, see Scawthorn et al. (2006) and the Technical Manual for
the Hazus-MH flood model (DHS, 2012). While the Hazus estimates
will, of course, contain model uncertainty, an evaluation of Hazus perfor-
mance compared to detailed FEMA studies suggests that it should
perform adequately in smaller watersheds with moderate relief; this
characterizes our study area (ASFPM, 2009).

We use Hazus-MH to estimate flood depths for the 10-year, 25-year,
50-year, 100-year, 250-year, and 500-year flood events. As an example
of the output from the flood module, we show the flood depths for the
100-year flood, along with the public lands in the Greenway, in Fig. 2.
The figure is a close-up of a portion of the Meramec River, while the
box in the figure shows the entire river. As seen in the figure, quite
deep flooding can occur immediately adjacent to the river, while farther
back and along the tributaries, flooding is shallower. The figure also
shows that flood depths can vary greatly depending on whether the
property is along the main stem or a tributary, how far from the water
the property is located, and the elevation of the land between the
river and the property. We return to this issue of spatial variability
below.
3.3.2. Calculating Property Damages
The default loss analysis in Hazus-MH uses an inventory of struc-

tures drawn frommultiple national databases and aggregated at a cen-
sus block level. For an analysis such as ours that is at a small geographic
scale, this averaging across census blocks can introduce large errors.We
thus use the User Defined Facility tool in Hazus-MH to undertake a
parcel-specific analysis, using the detailed parcel-level data that we
have for our study area. It requires creating a parcel-level database for
input into Hazus-MH, which we did by combining information from
the sources described above.We created a point estimate of the location
of each structure, which Hazus needs, by using the centroid of each
parcel.11 Depending on the type of structure, Hazus-MH then uses
depth-damage curves to relate depth offlooding to building and content
damages for each property.

Depth-damage curves are frequently used in flood loss analysis to
relate the depth of flooding to the percentage of a building's replace-
ment value or contents that are damaged. They are generally a stair-
step function of water depth in feet. Hazus-MH has many such curves
in its library and selects a default curve, which varies by property type
(e.g., two-story single-family residential, mobile home, light industrial).
We are assuming our counter-factual development is single-family res-
idential, and for these property types, the depth-damage curve also
varies by certain structural characteristics of the house, in particular
the year built, the number of stories, and the type of basement.12

Hazus also uses similar curves to estimate the damage to contents as a
percentage of the property's value; again, these vary by structure type.
We draw on the data from the Revenue Department to make the base
assumptions for our counterfactual scenario; 80% of residential proper-
ties in our study area have a basement and the vastmajority have one or
two stories, sowe assume these characteristics for our developed flood-
plain scenario. Finally, we use the mean year built of all structures built
11 For very large parcels, using a centroid could be inaccurate, if the building is located
elsewhere in the parcel that experiences different flood depths than the centroid. Since
we are hypothetically developing parcels, we assume they would have been in the cen-
troid, absent any justification to locate them elsewhere in the parcel.
12 The variations across depth-damage curves for the samebuilding type can be substan-
tial, but without a relationship empirically grounded in our study area, we rely on the
Hazus-MH default curves, which are documented in the Hazus-MH Technical Manual
(FEMA, 2012).



Fig. 2. Flood depths for the 100-year flood.
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in the 500-year floodplain of the Meramec River. Below, we provide a
sensitivity analysis by varying these assumptions.13

We use the estimates for each return period to calculate an average
annualized loss (AAL) for each property. The AAL is the sum of the prob-
abilities that floods of each magnitude will occur, multiplied by the
damages if they do (FEMA, (Federal Emergency Management Agency)
(n.d.)). To estimate the AAL from our return period estimates, we as-
sume that (i) damages are constant in the intervals between return pe-
riods and equal to the average of damages at each end point, and (ii) the
probability of a flood within the interval is equal to the difference be-
tween the probabilities at each end point.14 For each property, then,
we use this “binning” approach to get a property-level AAL and then
sum the AAL for all properties in our developed 500-year floodplain sce-
nario to get a total AAL estimate.15

A flood today that inundates protected areas, however, will still gen-
erate some damage to recreational infrastructure. We have an estimate
of this value from the current GIS data with the appraised improved
values of the protected parcels. We thus use these values to run
Hazus-MH a second time, using the actual characteristics of the struc-
tures on the protected lands. This second run gives us an estimate of
current annual average flood damages for comparison with our coun-
terfactual development scenario. The difference between these two
AAL numbers is an estimate of the avoided flood damages associated
13 We choose not to use commercial or industrial properties in our hypothetical scenario,
even in the sensitivity analysis, since the vast majority of this area is residential and dam-
age modeling for these properties is notoriously uncertain and could easily skew our esti-
mates by the selective choice of a depth damage function.
14 For example, for the return interval 10–25 years, we add the damages for the 25-year
flood to those for the 10-year flood and divide by 2 to get average damages; to obtain an
expected value, we thenmultiply this average by the difference in probabilities of the two
events, 0.06 (or 0.1–0.04).
15 Of course, avoided damages are not equivalent towillingness to pay for risk-averse in-
dividuals. Other measures beyond the AAL could be used in policy analysis, as explored by
Farrow and Scott (2013).
with the investment in floodplain conservation that has taken place
along the Meramec River.

We caution the reader that the estimates of avoided flood damage
used in this paper should not be taken as predictions. Like all modeling
efforts, many simplifying assumptions are made in the Hazus-MH
model, from the hydrology model to the assumed depth-damage
curves. Our results should be seen as indicative of magnitude but not
precise estimates of flood damages.
4. Hazus Results

4.1. Avoided Flood Damages from Greenway

As stated previously, we ran Hazus-MH for six different return pe-
riods. The total estimated flood damages to buildings and contents for
our hypothetically developed parcels by each return period are shown
in Fig. 3. As would be predicted, damages increase with the severity of
the flood event. They increase at a decreasing rate, however; first rising
rapidly as the return period increases to 100 years, then at a slower
rate.16 The total damages to buildings and property for these properties
in the 100-year flood are estimated as $103.6 million.

Using themethod described in the previous section,we estimate the
average annual avoided damages of the greenway—i.e., the AAL under
the developed floodplain scenario minus the AAL under current condi-
tions. We find the total property-related (buildings and contents)
avoided damages to be $7.70 million per year. Of this, we estimate
that $5.39 million is from damage to buildings, and the remainder is
damage to the contents of those buildings.

To put this estimate of avoided flood damages in context, the AAL for
all parcels located in the 500-year floodplain for current development
16 The shape of a curve of this type will vary by location depending on the elevation of
lands surrounding the river and tributaries and based on development patterns in the
floodplain.

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Flood damages by return period for counterfactual development in the Meramec
River Floodplain.

Table 1
Estimated annual net cost of the Meramec Greenway in St. Louis County: Opportunity
costs less avoided flood damages (in millions of 2012 US$).

Annual opportunity costa $17.2
Annual average avoided losses from flooding
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patterns (that is, without our additional hypothetical development) is
$12.95 million. Thus, without the protected lands of the Greenway, aver-
age annual flood damages to property in the St. Louis County floodplains
of the Meramec River and its tributaries would be approximately 59%
higher than under current conditions, according to our estimates. For ref-
erence, the appraised value (often referred to as the total flood exposure)
of all the structures in the floodplain was roughly $541 million in 2012.

As we are interested in the damages from a counterfactual scenario
in which we had to make assumptions on the type of development
that would have occurred in the absence of protection of those lands,
we undertake a sensitivity analysis outside of Hazus on our assump-
tions. We vary whether or not homes have a basement, whether they
are 1, 2, or 3 stories, and we examine building values that are up to
25% smaller and 25% larger than assumed in the base case just reported.
For each different type of building assumption (e.g, basement or not and
number of stories), we pull the relevant depth-damage default curve
from Hazus and recalculate the AAL. Some of these runs produce larger
estimates of avoided flood damages and some produce smaller esti-
mates. The range across all the sensitivities on our estimate of the AAL
of building damage is $4.35 billion to $9.87 billion.We use our estimate
from the base case in the sections below, as we believe it to be the most
plausible assumptions and at the conservative end of our sensitivity
analyses.17

4.2. Opportunity Cost of Greenway Protected Lands

The opportunity cost of the Greenway protected lands is the total
value of the lands in their next best use. As stated, since 77% of land
use in the 500-year floodplain is single-family residential properties,
we assume this same land use for the Greenway properties in our coun-
terfactual development scenario. To calculate opportunity costs, we
thus use the mean appraised per-acre land value of all single-family
homes in municipalities that contain part of the Meramec Greenway,
but are located outside the 500-year floodplain. If we were to use land
values from inside the floodplain, to the extent that flood damages
were already capitalized into those values, we would be double
counting flood damages. The gross opportunity cost is the risk-free
land value; the net opportunity cost is the risk-free land value less the
17 When a community joins the National Flood Insurance Program, they are required to
adopt regulations mandating that all development in the 100-year floodplain be con-
structed such that thefirstfloor is at least as high as baseflood levels (the estimated height
of the water in a 100-year flood). If we make the assumption that all development would
have been built to this standard in the counterfactual scenario, then our estimates of
avoided flood damages to buildings range between $730,000 and a bit over $1 million, as-
suming our base assumptions for the value of structures.
avoided flood damages. Estimation of the capitalization of flood risk
into property values suggests that floodplain land is indeed discounted
relative to land that is not at risk of flooding (e.g., Bin and Polansky,
2004; Bin et al., 2008; Carbone et al., 2006; Daniel et al., 2009; Kousky,
2010). It is unclear, however, how accurate perceptions are of the
flood hazard or how fully they are capitalized into property values, so
we forgo using capitalized values in favor of our approach of estimated
AALs. This allows us to separate the estimated flood risks and the risk-
free land value. We calculate the average assessed land value from the
tax assessment records for 2012 for single-family properties. This esti-
mated average per-acre risk-free land value is $157,780, which yields
a total land cost of $344 million for the 2180 acres of Greenway lands
that would be developed in our counterfactual scenario.

We assume the Greenways lands will be protected in perpetuity, as
this is the intention. We annualize the present value of $344 million,
using a 5% annual discount rate, to obtain an annual opportunity cost
of $17.2 million of the Greenway protected lands in St. Louis County.
Of course, using a lower or higher discount rate would alter the op-
portunity cost: at 3%, the annual opportunity cost is $10.32 million
and at 7%, $24.08 million. Table 1 summarizes the opportunity cost
and avoided flood damage estimates using a 5% discount rate as a
central case.
4.3. Conservation Targeting

Several economists have stressed the importance of targeting con-
servation investments to get the greatest “bang for the buck.” Ando
et al. (1998) show that achieving greater cost-effectiveness and eco-
nomic efficiency requires examination of both costs and benefits, that
is, ranking parcels by net costs and then investing until a budget is
exhausted or a goal achieved. Work by Ferraro (2003) has found that
examining both costs and benefits is particularly important when bud-
gets are limited, benefits and costs are strongly positively correlated,
and the relative variability in costs is greater than that of benefits.
Kousky et al. (2013) show the importance of targeting in a study of
the costs and benefits of land conservation for flood protection in a
Wisconsin watershed.

In our study, the opportunity costs, based on our assumptions, do
not vary dramatically across protected parcels. The avoided flood dam-
ages, however, do vary, as reflected in themap in Fig. 2. A small number
of parcels are responsible for a large share of the overall damages. This
can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows a quantile plot of average annual
flood damages normalized by acreage of the protected area parcels
that we develop in the counterfactual. The 45-degree line is shown for
comparison, as it would represent a uniform distribution. This figure
shows that the bulk of observations has relatively small losses and ac-
counts for a very small share of total flood damages, while a few parcels
account for a large share of the damages. For example, 50% of parcels
have an AAL per acre less than $6407. The top 10% of parcels, however,
have an AAL per acre of over $52,583. If parcels with the greatest poten-
tial for loss were targeted for conservation, more flood damage reduc-
tion could be achieved at a lower cost.
Buildings $5.39
Contents $2.31
Total $7.70

Net annual opportunity cost $9.5

Assumptions for counterfactual development scenario: 2170 single-family homes on2180
acres of (currently protected) floodplain lands in Greenway.

a Total present value of opportunity cost = $344 million; annualized using 5% discount
rate in perpetuity.
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19 Note that we are not estimating true willingness-to-pay (WTP) for proximity, which
would require estimation of the second stage of the hedonic model, but instead getting

Fig. 4. Quantile plot of counterfactual development AAL normalized by acreage.
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While such targetingwould clearly improve the cost-effectiveness of
floodplain conservation policies, implementing fine-scaled targeting is
often not feasible. In the absence of eminent domain powers, communi-
ties are limited to acquiring parcels from willing sellers, and these may
not be those at greatest risk of flooding (although there could be a pos-
itive correlation if individuals at greater risk aremore inclined tomove).
Parcel size also varies and crosses floodplain boundaries, such that
targeting and limiting acquisition to the areas of highest potential
avoided losses may be impossible.

Perhaps more importantly, communities often pursue a “green” ap-
proach to floodmitigation instead of the gray infrastructure of dams and
levees because of the aesthetic and recreational benefits that public
lands provide. In this case, the many acres of land that provide a
relatively small benefit in terms of avoided flood damages may provide
relatively large additional co-benefits. Indeed, many of the public
protected lands of theMeramec Greenway extend far outside the flood-
plain boundary, particularly the large parks. If the full costs of those ac-
quisitions were included in our analysis (we looked at floodplain lands
only), the investmentwould appearmuchmore costly. But those acqui-
sitionswere not undertakenwith a flood goal inmind; rather, provision
of recreational opportunitieswas a key objective. In the next section,we
investigate co-benefits in more detail.

5. Co-benefits of the Greenway

Weestimate a hedonicmodel (Freeman, 2003; Rosen, 1974) to iden-
tify how proximity to protected lands in the Greenway is capitalized
into housing values. There is a large body of literature on this topic,
which has generally found that, indeed, proximity to protected lands
is valued by residents, but the value is found to vary by setting and by
type of protected lands (for a review of this literature, see McConnell
and Walls, 2005). To obtain an estimate specific to our study area, we
use sales data for residential properties sold between 2008 and 2012
and located within 5 miles of the Meramec Greenway. In our model,
the natural log of a property's sale price is regressed on characteristics
of the property, including proximity to parks.18 We use the GIS files
from the Planning Department to calculate the Euclidian distance be-
tween residential properties and the boundary of the nearest protected
area. The coefficient on the distance variable can be interpreted as the
marginal implicit price of proximity to protected lands.

To address concerns about omitted variable bias, we include numer-
ous property-level controls, and also spatial fixed effects, at the census
18 We exclude properties that are recorded as selling for less than $5000 and those sell-
ing for more than $10,000,000, as they could be recording errors, and if not, we do not
want these outliers driving our results.
tract level, interacted with sale year fixed effects. This will purge the es-
timates of many neighborhood omitted variables, even those that vary
differentially over time (Kuminoff et al., 2010; Linn, 2013).We also clus-
ter our errors by census tract.We thus estimate the following equation:

lnPit ¼ β0 þ β1distit þ Z0
itγ þ Tt � θc þ εit: ð1Þ

The selling price of property i in year t is given by Pit. The variable dist
is the distance from the property to the nearest protected area, as just
described. A vector of property characteristics—including whether the
structure is a floodplain, whether it is a multi-family home, the number
of plumbing fixtures, the square feet of living area, the lot size, the dis-
tance to a major road, and fixed effects for its style and a grade given
by the assessor for its condition—is given by Zit. We then include the
year and census tract interaction terms.

Summary statistics of the variables are shown in Table 2. The mean
selling price is roughly $318,600 dollars. The distance to the nearest
park ranges from zero (for a property adjacent to a park) to close to
13,000 ft (just under 2.5 miles) with a mean of 2830 ft (roughly half a
mile). The vast majority of the sample are single-family residential,
with a mean living area of over 2000 square feet and a lot size of just
under an acre.

Table 3 shows the results of our estimation. The coefficient on dis-
tance to parks indicates that for every 1000 ft closer a property is located
to a park, holding all else constant, sales price increases by almost 1%.
For a median-priced home in our sample, this is $2156. Other variables
are as expected. Prices are lower formultifamily units and increasewith
increases in the number of plumbing fixtures (e.g., sinks, showers), the
square feet of living area, and the acres of the property. Interestingly,
while the coefficient on the floodplain dummy is negative, it is not sig-
nificantly different from zero. Fixed effects for the style of the home and
the assessor's grade of the state of the property are also significant, as
are the census tract by year fixed effects (although the coefficients on
the fixed effects are suppressed in Table 3).

To get a rough approximation of what these results mean in terms of
total benefits,19 we identify homes in our sample for which the closest
protected land is part of the Meramec Greenway. There are slightly
more than 36,000 such residential parcels. For these properties, we cal-
culate the difference in distance between the Greenway protected lands
and the closest non-Greenway protected lands. We then multiply this
distance (in thousands of feet) by our estimated coefficient and the
total assessed value of the property. This exercise yields a total benefit
estimate of $352.56 million. Since many homes are financed with a
30-year mortgage, we annualized this amount over 30 years with a 5%
discount rate; this amounts to an annual benefit of $22.93 million—
$13.43 million more than our net cost estimate of $9.5 million. At 3%,
the benefits are $17.99 million and at 7%, they are 28.41 million.
These calculations suggest that the benefits of the Greenway exceed
the costs by a sizable margin (see Table 4). It is also worth noting that
the annual benefits of the Greenway as capitalized into housing values
are over three times greater than the avoided flood damages. These
more “traditional” values of green space continue to be critical compo-
nents of the value of conserved floodplain lands, even as there is grow-
ing recognition of the additional value from flood exposure reduction.

The estimate of the co-benefits from the hedonic model should be
considered a lower bound on the full suite of co-benefits provided by
the protected lands. With our hedonic model, we are only capturing
the benefits that are capitalized into house prices in a 5-mile surround-
ing area. It does not incorporate the value to individualswho live farther
a rough, order-of-magnitude indication of benefits. Further, the amount of the capitaliza-
tion (as opposed to WTP) is likely to be of specific interest to local officials concerned on
how conservation lands may increase tax revenue through higher values for surrounding
properties.
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Table 2
Summary statistics for hedonic regression.

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Standard
deviation

Price ($) 5145 9,581,100 318,620 532,580
Distance to park (1000s of feet) 0 12.831 2.8300 1.8817
100-year floodplain dummy 0 1 0.01341 0.11500
Multifamily dummy 0 1 0.01814 0.13345
Total plumbing fixtures 2 60 10.275 4.7145
Size of living area (square ft.) 139 14,732 2056.2 1134.6
Lot size (acres) 0 14,464 0.92090 86.945
Distance to nearest major road (1000s of feet) 0.055876 12.331 2.0249 1.5106
Style code 1 12 6.4021 3.8527
Assessor's grade code 1 6 2.7852 0.82532

Notes: The style code is given by the assessor's office and indicates architectural styles, such as ranch, colonial, and contemporary. The grade code indicates the quality of the home, from
excellent to poor.
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away, such that there is no impact on their housing values, but who still
use the Greenway lands for recreation. It also does not fully capture the
water quality improvement benefits that the Greenway lands might
provide, such as the benefits to recreational river users from farther
away and those accruing to municipal water utilities that may be able
to reduce treatment costs.20 Natural lands near waterways typically
provide significant water quality benefits, which are often a motivation
for conservation investments (e.g., Jaffee et al., 2010). Indeed, there are
myriad other ecosystem services protected riparian lands could provide
that we have not included here, such as carbon storage and species hab-
itat. A large and growing literature has identified and begun to value
these services in different contexts (e.g., Daily, 1997; Loomis et al.,
2000; Martín-López et al., 2012; Nelson et al., 2009).

Our estimate also does not include benefits that could be obtained in
terms of floodwater storage. If the conservation lands increase infiltra-
tion or store floodwaters, there could be benefits for surrounding par-
cels from lower flood depths. In principle, floodplain storage can
reduce flood heights downstream, as well, and these benefits should
be included in an analysis. In our study area, however, these impacts
are likely to be small. The Meramec River empties into the Mississippi
at the end of our study region and the Mississippi is lined with levees
and heavily managed such that small changes to flood stages on the
Meramec are unlikely to impact flood damages downstream.
Table 3
Hedonic property model results, 2008–2012.

Dependent variable: ln(price)

Distance to closest park
(1000s of feet)

0.0098⁎⁎

(0.0047)
Located inside 100-year floodplain −0.0068

(0.0570)
Multi-family dummy −0.1346⁎⁎⁎

(0.0509)
Ln(total fixtures) 0.2937⁎⁎⁎

(0.0177)
Ln(square feet of living area) 0.5335⁎⁎⁎

(0.0254)
Acres 0.00001⁎⁎

(0.00001)
Distance to closest major road (1000s of feet) 0.0086

(0.0055)
Style and grade FE Y
Year⁎tract FE Y
Observations 27,748
6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have undertaken a retrospective analysis of the
costs and benefits of an investment in floodplain conservation, the
Meramec Greenway in St. Louis County, Missouri. By developing a
unique parcel-level database and a counterfactual scenario of forgone
development, we were able to estimate the avoided flood damages of
the Meramec Greenway and the full opportunity costs of the land pres-
ervation that has occurred to date. The floodplain conservation, like
many such projects, was not undertaken solely for flood protection,
however, but also for the range of other benefits these protected lands
provide. We thus estimated a hedonic property model for the study
area to identify the extent towhichproximity to theGreenwaywas pos-
itively capitalized in housing values. Of note, these benefits are almost
three times greater than the avoided flood damages and, on their
own, exceed the opportunity costs of the conservation investment.

In this analysis, we have taken the perspective of the economy as a
whole, estimating benefits and costs to whomever they may accrue. Of
course, these benefits and costs will fall disproportionately on different
groups and we have neither addressed such concerns here, nor the polit-
ical economy implications. Notably, for a local government interested in
20 It may capture a portion of the water quality benefits, if those are capitalized into
house values. For examples of studies that use hedonic techniques to value water quality,
see Leggett and Bockstael (2000), Bin et al. (2009), and Bin and Czajkowski (2013).
undertaking conservation for the benefits it provides, what may be
more important is an analysis of the fiscal impact to their budget.

There is a great deal of uncertainty in our estimates of costs, flood
damages avoided, and co-benefits. The avoided flood damages depend
on the specification of the counterfactual development scenario and
the results of the Hazus-MH modeling, which incorporates a large de-
gree of uncertainty in both the hydrology and hydraulics model of
flooding and the estimation of property damages. Estimating nonmar-
ket benefits such as the aesthetics of open space, as well as the recrea-
tional and other benefits that accrue to local residents, is a long-
standing difficult exercise in environmental economics (Freeman,
2003). Our hedonic model provides a ballpark estimate of at least a por-
tion of those benefits—the portion capitalized in surrounding home
values—but is likely to underestimate the full benefits, as we discussed
in the preceding section.

Despite these limitations, our exercise is useful for illustrating how
to undertake a benefit-cost analysis of a floodplain conservation effort
and highlights some important findings for managers. For example,
our results demonstrate the importance of accounting for all benefits
to fully evaluate the return on floodplain conservation. The more stan-
dard values of conservation appear—at least in this setting—to be
much larger than avoided flood damages, although the risk manage-
ment benefits do provide additional justification for floodplain conser-
vation. Careful targeting of land acquisition could maximize the net
benefits obtained strictly in terms of avoided flood damages, but
targeting based on multiple benefits, which would seem a sensible
approach for local governments, is much more difficult. The diverse
R-squared 0.7287

Notes: Clustered standard errors in parentheses.
⁎ p b 0.10.
⁎⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.



Table 4
Estimated annual costs and benefits of the Greenway (in millions of $).

Average annual opportunity cost $17.2
Average annual avoided flood damages $7.7
Average annual benefits capitalized in home prices $22.93
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benefits may not be perfectly correlated, such that the best parcels for
achieving one benefit may not be the best for achieving another.21

Targeting for cost-effectiveness in supplying multiple benefits first
requires that the heterogeneity in all benefits across parcels be well un-
derstood, and then benefits need to be converted to a common currency
or weighted in some fashion to evaluate the trade-offs or synergies for
different land acquisitions.22 In our case, there may well be high correla-
tion between the benefits of avoided flood damages, recreation, and a-
esthetic value, since people enjoy viewing and recreating in protected
riparian corridors. In practice, suchmulticriteria optimizationmaybe pro-
hibitive in many locations, where opportunities to acquire parcels from
willing sellers take priority over economic optimization algorithms.

Another challenge for conservation investments designed to provide
a range of benefits may be the siloed sources of funding for land acqui-
sition. For instance, in the U.S., FEMA offers grants for buyout of proper-
ties when the flood related benefits are greater than the costs; a
wastewater treatment facility may invest in land acquisition, but only
of those lands that will have a large and immediate impact on water
quality; and a parks group may be willing to fund acquisition of land
needed to link two trails together to expand recreational opportunity.
Combining these strategies may be difficult but could potentially yield
total benefits that are greater than the sum of the parts.
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